Press Release
GAM Holding AG appoints new Group Chief Executive Officer
Zurich, 2 September 2014


Having overseen the successful business transformation of GAM Holding AG over
the last decade, David M. Solo to step down as Group CEO at his own request



Board of Directors appoints Alexander S. Friedman as Group CEO effective
8 September 2014



Strategic focus on accelerating growth through enhanced market penetration,
financial targets unchanged

GAM Holding AG today announced that David M. Solo has decided to step down from his
current role as Group Chief Executive Officer and from the Group Management Board effective
8 September 2014. The Board of Directors is very pleased to announce the appointment of
Alexander S. Friedman as his successor.
Solo joined the Group via GAM as CEO in 2004, then became CEO of the enlarged Asset
Management division of Julius Baer in 2006. Following the separation from Julius Baer he
continued as CEO of the operating entities GAM and Swiss & Global Asset Management, and
finally – after moving from a pure financial holding model to an integrated structure – he
assumed the role as Group CEO of GAM Holding AG in April 2013. While Friedman will take
over seamlessly on 8 September 2014, Solo will assist him and the Board of Directors over the
coming months to ensure a smooth transition, before pursuing new challenges. The
leadership changes announced today are subject to the customary approvals by the Swiss
Financial Market Supervisory Authority FINMA.
The Group’s overarching objective remains to grow profitability in a sustainable fashion,
consistent with the strategy as communicated at the presentation of its half-year results 2014.
Supported by its broad set of investment and distribution capabilities, the Group will now
concentrate on promoting them more actively through enhanced sales and marketing activities
to become top of mind with leading asset allocators globally. Additionally, Friedman will further
develop the Group’s multi-asset solutions, which are increasingly relevant in the global
institutional space. These efforts are focussed on accelerating growth in its investment
management business where, over the medium term, the Group intends to achieve an
annualised net new money growth rate of 5 to 10% of assets under management. At the same
time, the Group remains committed to constantly improve efficiency and operating leverage,
expressed by a targeted cost/income ratio of 60 to 65%.
Johannes A. de Gier, Chairman of the Board of Directors, said: “On behalf of the full Board of
Directors, I thank David for the tremendous and comprehensive transformation we achieved
under his leadership. The changes he implemented enabled us not only to endure a number
of challenging events over the past ten years, but also to thrive as an independent asset
manager. With the fundamental restructuring of the company now completed under David’s
tenure, the next step in realising our strategy will focus on increasing our recognition and
market penetration in order to achieve the scale commensurate with the Group’s potential.
The Board and I are convinced that Alex’s proven investment expertise, executive leadership
skills and reputation will allow us to achieve the accelerated growth we aim for and are now
ready to undertake.”
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David M. Solo said: “It has been an extremely gratifying experience to lead this company
through the structural changes experienced in our industry over the past years and across a
number of important transitions. I would like to express my gratitude to the Board of Directors
and our staff for enabling this broad transformation to a sound, diversified, independent
company. I believe that today’s leadership change is a very natural progression for the Group.
In Alex, the Board has appointed a thoughtful, experienced manager with the right skills to
lead the company in achieving its ambitious growth plans. I look forward to working with him
to effect a smooth transition.”
Alexander S. Friedman said: “I would like to thank the Board of Directors of GAM Holding AG
for their confidence. I have long admired this company, and it is an honour to succeed David
as CEO. I believe that exceptional active investment management adds value, and the Group
demonstrates that it can be done successfully and sustainably. The GAM Holding Group has
all the pre-requisites to be recognised as one of the top tier active asset managers globally,
and I look forward to working with its talented teams to achieve this goal over the coming
years.”

CV of Alexander S. Friedman
Prior to joining GAM Holding AG as Group CEO (effective 8 September 2014 and subject to
regulatory approval), Alexander S. Friedman served as the Global Chief Investment Officer of
UBS Wealth Management and Wealth Management Americas, as Chairman of the UBS Global
Investment Committee and as a Group Managing Director. In these capacities, he oversaw the
investment policy and strategy for approximately USD 2 trillion in assets.
Before joining UBS, Friedman was the Chief Financial Officer of the Bill & Melinda Gates
Foundation, the world’s largest foundation, and a member of the foundation’s management
committee – during a period when the foundation more than doubled in size. Friedman was
also a Senior Advisor to Lazard, the financial advisory and asset management firm, a member
of the supervisory board of Actis, the emerging-market private equity firm, and managed
Asymmetry, a private investment firm.
Friedman was a White House Fellow in the Clinton Administration and an assistant to the US
Secretary of Defense. He is a board member of several non-profit organisations, a member of
the Council on Foreign Relations, and is a regular contributor to Bloomberg, CNBC, the
Financial Times, and other media. Friedman holds a JD from Columbia University School of
Law, where he was a Harlan Fiske Stone scholar, an MBA from Columbia University Business
School and a BA from Princeton University.

For further information please contact:
Media Relations:
Larissa Alghisi Rubner
T: +41 (0) 58 426 62 15
Investor Relations:
Patrick Zuppiger
T: +41 (0) 58 426 31 36
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Notes to editors
About GAM Holding AG
GAM Holding AG is an independent, pure-play asset management group with a focus on active
investing. With global distribution networks and investment teams based in five investment centres in
Europe, the US and Asia, it delivers investment solutions to institutions, intermediaries and private
clients through two leading brands – Julius Baer Funds (distributed by Swiss & Global Asset
Management) and GAM. The Group’s investment management business is complemented by a private
labelling unit (operated by Swiss & Global), which provides outsourcing solutions for third parties.
Headquartered in Zurich, GAM Holding AG is listed on the SIX Swiss Exchange and is a component of
the Swiss Market Index Mid (SMIM) with the symbol “GAM”. The Group has assets under management
of CHF 119.6 billion (as at 30 June 2014) and employs over 1,000 staff in 11 countries.

Disclaimer regarding forward-looking statements
This press release by GAM Holding AG (‘the Company’) includes forward-looking statements that reflect the Company’s intentions, beliefs
or current expectations and projections about the Company’s future results of operations, financial condition, liquidity, performance,
prospects, strategies, opportunities and the industry in which it operates. Forward-looking statements involve all matters that are not
historical facts. The Company has tried to identify those forward-looking statements by using words such as ‘may’, ‘will’, ‘would’, ‘should’,
‘expect’, ‘intend’, ‘estimate’, ‘anticipate’, ‘project’, ‘believe’, ‘seek’, ‘plan’, ‘predict’, ‘continue’ and similar expressions. Such statements are
made on the basis of assumptions and expectations which, although the Company believes them to be reasonable at this time, may prove
to be erroneous.
These forward-looking statements are subject to risks, uncertainties, assumptions and other factors that could cause the Company’s actual
results of operations, financial condition, liquidity, performance, prospects or opportunities, as well as those of the markets it serves or
intends to serve, to differ materially from those expressed in, or suggested by, these forward-looking statements. Important factors that
could cause those differences include, but are not limited to: changing business or other market conditions, legislative, fiscal and
regulatory developments, general economic conditions, and the Company’s ability to respond to trends in the financial services industry.
Additional factors could cause actual results, performance or achievements to differ materially. The Company expressly disclaims any
obligation or undertaking to release any update of or revisions to any forward-looking statements in this press release and any change in
the Company’s expectations or any change in events, conditions or circumstances on which these forward-looking statements are based,
except as required by applicable law or regulation.
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